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The interaction between the fundamental
frequencies F0, the snob efforts and
the speech rats were studied in
different speech modes (laid, normalsoft, fast and slow ). It is shown that
1) boththemandthepitdirangeshowa
positive correlation with speech effort,
but a rather very weak correlation in
speech rate; 2) The onset F0 of sentences
are mainly depeaient ou the speech
efforts; 3) The declination rate of m is
related to both speech effort and speech
2:; 4) The lower boundary of pitch

moves inin slow up fast speech and down

Dummen

The interaction between the voice
sauce and the vocal tract has beenstudied over and over again since the
begunnmg of this century. And somerecent work [1] has laid the theoretical
foundations for modeling of source-tractætæden order to get an insight intoneed 1 of speech production, we still

, homer, to incorporate moretheoretical knowledge and moremainate]. data in dynamic process
connected speech. of

We thus have a general interest 'the acoistic correlates of both seamen:[2] and suprasegmentals, because acoustic
data-of speech are not only easy toacquirebut. alsonecessary todealwith
in m Signal processing systens.
. paper aim at examnmg' '
interrelation between the fumlamenäle
frequency F0, the speech effort and thespeech rate, which are more important insuprasegmental level. And the declination
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Tot m in different speed-n m
studied in this paper too, "a"

Hmms

The speech material used in this
study is four diinese vowels la,i,u and
y( with four tones —level, raising.
dipping and falling. Each of the vowels
with tone vues, embedded in a frame
sentence "wo du _ zi" (I utter the
diaracter_). 'mospeakers (onemaleand
one female) who are native of Beijing
uttered the testing material in five
different speech modes and were recorded
ina listeningroom inwhich the
reverberation time is less than 0.5sec in
the frequency band of speech. The
speakers were asked to marne their
speech efforts in three levels—loud.
normal and soft which correspond to 75,
65and 55db soundpressurelevel
measured at 1 meter in front of speaker's
lips respectively. The speakers were also
asked'to speed up and to slow down the
speaking rate. The normal smch rate is
about 4 syllables per second. As for the
fast speechf the speakers uttered four
sentences, in each sentence a testing
vowel with tone was embedded, into one
utterance rapidly, in order to check the
relationship between the declination of
m and the utterance length. The recorded
material was digitized and analyzed using
the API program of the ILS package.

RESULTS

1- “Lawrod different 5
es

lhe pitch range is determined between
the highest and lowest fundamental
frequencies of the utterance. The highest

Fûnax and the lowest mm of the testing

vowels with tones and of the whole frame

sentences were measured individually. And

the average pitch range of a vowel over

four tones A E0=mnax-F0min (the upper

figures), and the relative pitch range

max/main (the lower figures) in

different speech modes are listed in

Table 1. îmax and mm stand for the
average highest and lowest F0 values of a

certain vowel over four different tones

respectively. The pitch limit which was

defined as the range fran the ceiling to

the floor of the voice which can be

reached in different speech modes by the
speakers is much larger than the average

pitch range and not given in Table 1.

It was a pity that the API program did

not work well and no data were given in

Table 1,3,5 for female loud speech.

homl‘able 1. itcanbeseenthat 1) The

pitch range is moved up and expanded as

increasing the speech effort; 2) The

pitch range is srmewhat shrunken as

Table 1. 111e agreaqe_pitch range of_testing vowels in different speech

modesinbothFOmax-mmin (Hz) “Mu/Min.

Vowel loud Normal Soft Fast Slow Ave.

in 244-101 171-94 143-94 171-104 172-90 181-96

a 2.42 1.82 1.52 1.64 2.12 1.91

f 299—148 218-128 327-173 271-139 278-147

2.02 1.70 1.89 1.95 1.89

m 280-105 199-102 143-97 183-113 193—95 199-103

i 2.67 1.95 1.45 1.62 2.03 1.93

f 330-150 222—128 329-204 287-146 293-157

2.20 1.73 1.61 1.97 1.86

m 291-116 193-96 141-97 182-110 209-96 203-104

u 2.51 2.01 1.45 1.65 2.18 1.95

f 340-149 231-122 348-179 294-139 304-148

2.28 1.29 1.94 2.12 2.05

m 288-122 194-100 141-95 190-113 196-93 202-105

V 2.36 1.94 1.48 1.68 2.11 1.92

f 315-150 234-126 362-187 294-148 . 301-154

2.10 1.86 1.94 1.99 1.95

m 275-111 189-98 141—96 181-110 193-91 196-102

Ave. 2.49 1.93 1.48 1.65 2.11 1.92

f 321-149 226-126 341-186 286-143 294-152

2.15 1.79 1.84 2.00 1.93

Note: in stands for male and f for female and Ave. for average.

Table 2. The average tone duration of vowels la/ and /i/ v and the

average frame sentence duriation s in different speech nodes (ms).

ToneImdNomal
vsvsv

Soft Fast Slow Average

3 v s v s v s

1127 179 589 352 1530 282 1084n 272 1062 310 1111 298
1 f 269 1168 250 1076 215 1053 144 599 365 1466 249 1072

Il 301 1059 298 1050 317 1095 196 615 448 1654 312 1095

2 f 314 1175 256 1114 253 1047 157 589 397 1536 275 1092

I 282 1040 288 1082 295 1079 167 634 455 1596 297 1086

3 f 317 1187 262 1097 256 1040 125 525 362 1581 264 1086

I 256 973 266 998 265 1031 154 627 375 1501 263 1026

4 f 263 1123 250 1066 205 1028 147 570 352 1456 243 1048

Note:1standsforleveltme,2fca‘raising,3fordippingand4for

fallim' .
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increasing speech rate; 3) me pitch
limitof aspeaker isaboutdwblewhat
thespeech rameinmmalvoice;4)'lhe
intrinsic pitch of vowels arewell kept

winmyspeedxufie;5)mpitdnm
ofmale voiceand offenale voice are
nearlythe sanein relative scale and
senitcmis agood neasureofpitdfcr

2-QMM“
frame sentences in different m nodes

The durations of the testing vowels and
the frame seltenes were muret! on
speed: waveform. m results show that
the duration ratio of testing vowel to
Iran sentence is nearly invariant in
different speed: modes. The average
durationof lcwvowel/a/andhighvwel
li/withthesametooetypsiscalledthe
taxe duration and listed in Table 2.

It is worthy to be noted that the
rank order of the tone duratims Im!
long to short is raising, dippim, level
andfallimanditiswellkepttlpinany
speed: made. In additim, the same
relation exhibited in seltene level too.
'l‘hefact thattcne durationsm sane
intrinsic feature is identical with the
results which were obtained im a
statistical analysis of a large
vocabularym.

3. The declination of F0 in differmt
swarms

The declinationof m is easy to
determine using the frame sentawe
designedin thispaven becauseof the
sentence initial syllable with dipping
tone and the final syllable with falling
tene.Both dippimandfallimtonescan
pronde a local minim: in pitch
contours.’Ihen thebaseline canbeeasy
drawnby connectingthetwoninima.lmat
isan exceptionto thieis thatwhena
vowelwith dippingtone isembedded in
theframe sentence, then the sentaloe
final?!) maybe higherthan the local
ninuunot precedingdippim tone.'lhat
isdue tothesharpeningndemmingon
sentence intonation. In this case the
baselinepassesthranahtlætwonininaot
dippmgtonee.

Tablea. slmsthe mdeclination
value APO and the sentence final
fmdanentalfregwwy m: in different
speech Indes. And the m declination
value of the four sentence utterances and

Table 3. 1he10declinatia: valueamm
the sentence final fundamtal
M fa differmt vowels indifferent
speechmdes (Hz).

Vow.l:oud m1 Soft Fast Slay
ANMMMJOMANM‘NM

11511031995 148826962782
f 3715221136 42142 27146

il 6310527102 8 96 18 90 25 95
2 4915925147 27146 23145

ul51116239679828922395
t 5215028139 4614029139

yl46124201œ79628902394
2 4215127150 59144 15149

17.35311222 9813 95 26 92 25 92
f 4515325143 43143 23145

Note: Av. stands for average.

Table4.1hemdeclinationva1ueamog
thefoursentewe utteranceandamot
the last smtence and the utterance
final fundamtal im rot (er
differmtvowels infast speed: (112).

Vowela i u y Ave.
If lfnfafnf

4064 40615810051814477
2642 18272846285925“
96142 9014692140 9014492143

utterance of fast speed:; 3) The 10
declinatia: values are speech Dds
amendant» Ioreefforthasbeennda
themmdeclinationvaluappearsn)
ltherein nodistinct differencebetwea:
nle and reale in relative value of 10
declinatim.

«a
different modes

Table5.showatheneas:mtrasultl
ofthe metro ofsmtenses in m
differmt vowels were M11!
diltermtspeednmdee.

Tahle5.1ndicetuthatthealet!0
of sadness eluted an obvious
melatimwithmeedleffwtshtitil
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Table 5. The œset F0 value of the sentences (Hz).

vowel lax! Normal Soft

mflfm

154 123 212 115

168 138 224 120

167 128 221 117

170 133 216 125

Ave. 165 131 218 119

independent of speech rates for both sale

andfenale. Thatmeans theonset mot

sentences are mainly controlled by the

subglottal me and laryngeal

tension.

'I‘heaverageometmvalueofsentaue

foracertainmloverdifferentspeech
nodeswere listedinlasttwocolumsin

Table 5.
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DISŒSSICN

Fran Table l. and 5. it is indicated
thatthe speechefforts slowed a good
positive correlation with both the pitch

ranges and the met F0 of sentences,

whereas speech rates did not exhibit a

significant relation. me Funax of the
average pitch range for Immal, fast and

slow speech are nearly the same, because

the speech level of them are equal. It

appears that, speaka‘ can manipulate the

voice source and the vocal tract

independently. The Fana: of pitch range

andthe onsetFO ofsentmcearemainly

controlled by subglottal pressure

incorporated with laryngeal tension.
As for the m declination and the

plwsiological process uderlyim it, the

“band Potin different speech modes
stowedthat the sentence final F0 is
invariant but the sentence initial m is
speech effort dependent and speech rate

independent. So the declinatia: rate is
related to sentence length. In the case

of four sentence utterance in fast
speech, however, the m declined at
different rates in different parts of the
utterance. m declinatia: value of the
lastsentence isaboveSOpercentofthe

totalam of the four sentence utterance.

That means speaker can in sane degree

cmtrol the subglottal pressure to match
the syntactic structures of the
utterances. So that them declinatia:

uay be a passive phenom nixed with
some active speaker control process.

It is worth notice that the intrinsic

FastSlowAverage

fnfnfnf

185 135 221 124 198
182 135 209 136 191
174 130 229 138 199
176 126 225 136 195
179 132 221 134 196

pitch of vowels and the intrinsic
durationof tonesare well kept up in
different speed: nodes and shaved
mm: effect on sentence level.
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l. -’l'he fundamental frequency and the

pitch range of speech show a strongly

positive correlation with speech effort,

but rather a very weak correlation in

speed: rate.
2. The onset F0 of sentences are mainly
dependent on speed: efforts and

indepeaient of speed: rates.

3. The sentm final F0 is invariant in

different speech modes, and the m

declination rate is closely related to

speech efforts and sentence lengths.
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